Abstract-This paper introduces a novel filter, which is inspired by the human retina. The human retina consists of three different layers: the Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL), the inner plexiform layer, and the ganglionic layer. Our inspiration is the linear transform which takes place in the OPL and has been mathematically described by the neuroscientific model "virtual retina." This model is the cornerstone to derive the non-separable spatio-temporal OPL retina-inspired filter, briefly renamed retina-inspired filter, studied in this paper. This filter is connected to the dynamic behavior of the retina, which enables the retina to increase the sharpness of the visual stimulus during filtering before its transmission to the brain. We establish that this retina-inspired transform forms a group of spatio-temporal Weighted Difference of Gaussian (WDoG) filters when it is applied to a still image visible for a given time. We analyze the spatial frequency bandwidth of the retina-inspired filter with respect to time. It is shown that the WDoG spectrum varies from a lowpass filter to a bandpass filter. Therefore, while time increases, the retina-inspired filter enables to extract different kinds of information from the input image. Finally, we discuss the benefits of using the retina-inspired filter in image processing applications such as edge detection and compression.
that later in the visual pathway the most accurate filters seem to be the Gabor filters, for instance, at the level of Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) or visual area V1 where the cells are more sensitive to specific features like orientations, direction, motion, etc. However, some studies show that, even at these levels, DoG filters outperform Gabor filters especially when the models are used in image processing applications such as contour detection [3] , [4] .
In this paper, we focused on the retina and, by extension, on the DoG filters. They have been extensively studied in the past as a model that describes, in macroscale, the behavior of the early retinal cells [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . We are aware of some microscale studies based on the properties and the connectivity of each individual retinal cell, including for example light adaptation and contrast gain control [13] , but our goal is to derive a general model which outlines the role of the retina in the visual processing. For instance, most of the DoG filters approximate the spatial response of the cells RF which is called in the sequel spatial RF. These filters have been applied to many different fields like image quality assessment [15] , edge detection [3] [4] [5] , [16] , [17] , shape and object recognition [18] [19] [20] , etc. Some other works have studied multiscale DoG filters, introducing time as the scale level, in order to approximate the spatio-temporal behavior of the RFs. These RFs are called in this document separable spatio-temporal RFs. Laplacian pyramid [21] , [22] , visual saliency [23] , [24] , speed and direction estimation [25] , image stylization [14] and bio-inspired codecs [26] , [27] are some of these attempts. However, the spatio-temporal RFs of the early HVS are more complex and above all dynamic. Wohrer and Kornprobst [12] have proposed a more realistic model of the retina based on neuroscientific experiments [7] . In this paper, we propose and study a dynamic spatio-temporal DoG filter which is derived from [12] and adapted to the image processing field.
Our filter, which is inspired from a realistic model of the Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL), is named the non-separable spatio-temporal OPL retina-inspired filter but it is briefly called the retina-inspired filter. We have already briefly discussed about it in our previous works [28] , [29] . The contributions of this paper are the following. We first review the main neuroscientific models which have been proposed in order to mimic the linear transform which takes place in the OPL layer and the first group of cells of the retinal tissue [1] , [6] , [7] , [10] , [12] . This review underlines the importance of time in the description of the way the retina cells are structured and work. Then, we derive from all these previous works a realistic but simple retina-inspired filter. We show that this can be written as a Weighted DoG (WDoG) filter whose weights evolve in time when it is applied to a still image. Finally, we propose a full analysis of the WDoG filter in space and in frequency domains. We prove that its spatial frequency bandwidth depends on time, which means that while time increases the retina-inspired filter extracts different kinds of information. More precisely, in the beginning, our filter is lowpass which turns into bandpass while time increases. We also show that the filter stops to evolve asymptotically. As a result, there exists a certain time when the filter has already extracted all the necessary data.
In section II, we introduce the structure of the retina and we focus on the OPL on which the retina-inspired transform is based. In section III, we build the retina-inspired filtering model and study how it is applied to a still image. In section IV, we study the spatial and frequential behaviors of the retina-inspired filter considered as a group of WDoG filters. In section V, we illustrate the behavior of the filter with some numerical results. Section VI is a small discussion about the applications of the retina-inspired filter. We focus on edge detection, image coding and a small discussion about the novelty of our filter with regard to other OPL-inspired filters which have been used in bio-inspired compression algorithms. Last but not least, we draw conclusions and some possible extensions of this work in section VII.
II. NEUROSCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND: OPL MODEL
The visual system [30] is part of the Central Nervous System (CNS) and it consists of many different areas which participate to the coding of a visual stimulus. The most important and better studied areas are the retina, the optic nerve, the LGN and the visual cortex as depicted in Fig. 1 . The retina is a layer of tissue, lining the inner surface of the eye, which is responsible for capturing the visual stimuli and for transducing it into a sequence of electrical impulses (spike trains). This code of spikes is transmitted through the optic nerve to the LGN cells and finally to the primary visual cortex. The cells in visual cortex are more complex [31] , [32] and their functions are related to edge and orientation detection, motion estimation, discrimination of shapes or colors, etc. [12] . This figure shows the connectivity and hierarchical structure of the retinal cells. It is important to note that cells of the same kind lie within a common layer.
The input of the HVS is the luminance of light which is modeled as a 3D spatio-temporally varying visual stimulus I (X, t) with X ∈ R 3 and t ∈ R. The luminance is transformed inside the retina to fit the human brain [33] [34] [35] [36] . This transformation is serial due to the retina's structure. The retinal neurons can be separated into three groups: the Outer Plexiform Layer (OPL), the Inner Plexiform Layer (IPL) and the Ganglionic Layer (GL) as depicted in Fig. 2 . The OPL layer is structured by the photo-receptors, the horizontal and the bipolar cells. The bipolar and the amacrine cells build the IPL layer. The GL layer is constructed by the amacrine and the ganglion cells [37] , [38] . The overlapping of the layers is due to the feedforward and feedback network of the retinal cells. The OPL layer captures the incoming light (photons) which is linearly transformed into an electrical current. The IPL layer is responsible for a nonlinear rectification of the electrical signal. The GL produces the spike trains which is a kind of code based on electrical impulses [12] . This paper is dedicated to the study and analysis of the OPL layer in order to build a novel retina-inspired filter. According to the law of optics, the 3D visual stimuli I (X, t) is projected onto the retina via the lens (the optics of the eye is detailled in [39] ). Hence, the 3D luminance I (X, t) is simplified into a 2D luminance f (x, t) where x ∈ R 2 . We assume that the visual stimulus is flashed for a given time T > 0 and it is constant during this time interval. This involves that the 2D visual stimulus is written as
is a still image and 1 is the indicator function such that 1 [0,T ] 
is the set of the Lebesgue integrable functions from R 2 to R.
A. OPL Layer
The OPL cells receive as an input the visual stimulus f (x, t) which is spatio-temporally transformed into an electrical signal. This transformation takes place inside the RF of each cell. Kuffler [1] proposed to shape the RF by two concentric nested circles or ellipses, which are termed center-surround. The small circle (or ellipse) corresponds to the center while the large one to the surround. Let i ⊆ R 2 be the RF of a bipolar cell centered in x i ∈ i . Let A(x i , t) be the electrical signal produced by the RF i when the input signal is f (x, t) . Considering the bipolar cell as a time invariant Fig. 3 . Propagation of the electrical signal to the receptive field of a bipolar cell according to [1] . The left figure is part of the retinal structure which corresponds to the OPL layer. The right figure is focused on a single bipolar cell and how the RF of this cell works.
linear system, the following linear approximation of the OPL retinal-transform has been introduced in [37] :
where K (x, t) is the spatio-temporal transform of a single bipolar cell, also known as the Point Spread Function (PSF) at time t. The above equation indicates that the electrical signal A(x i , t) depends linearly on the spatial neighborhood and the past values of the input stimuli located in the RF i of the single bipolar cell centered in x i . Assuming that i) the number of cells is very large, ii) all the cells obey to the same spatio-temporal model (spatial invariance) and iii) the temporal point spread function K (x, t) is not restricted to the domain i , the spatio-temporal transform (1) is approximated by the following spatio-temporal convolution denoted x,t * :
where x ∈ R 2 is located on the retina. Many models of the temporal point spread function K (x, t) have been proposed.
B. Approximations of K (x, t) 1) Spatial Receptive Field:
The first mathematical approximation of the OPL was proposed by Kuffler [1] . A bipolar cell receives its input signal directly from a group of photoreceptors and/or a group of horizontal cells (Fig. 3) . On the one hand, the output of two or more photoreceptors is averaged and transmitted to the center of the RF of the bipolar cell in order to excite it. This is approximated by a Gaussian filter G σ c (x) given by:
where x ∈ R 2 , x is the Euclidean norm of x and σ c is the standard deviation which tunes the spread of the Gaussian filter. On the other hand, the same or higher number of photoreceptors is linked to horizontal cells. An horizontal cell is strongly connected to neighbor horizontal cells averaging twice the initial input stimulus. The output of one or more horizontal cells is then propagated to the surround of the RF of the bipolar cell in order to inhibit it [11] . This signal is modeled by the Gaussian filter G σ s (x) with σ c < σ s . As a result, the bipolar cell receives two signals of opposite signs. Finally, the center-surround activity K (x, t) of the RF of a bipolar cell is modeled as a DoG filter:
Kuffler assumed that all these processes happen instantaneously. Hence, the PSF K (x, t) is constant for all time t.
2) Separable Spatio-Temporal Receptive Field: The first attempt to improve the static DoG filter was done by Marr [6] . Marr's theory contains an assumption of spatio-temporal separability adapting a temporal impulse response for each one of the decomposition layers which are formed by a static DoG:
where H (t) is usually lowpass for "sustained" units, and bandpass for "transient" units.
3) Non-Separable Spatio-Temporal Receptive Field:
The models above were not accurate with time-varying stimuli f (x, t). Hence, Fleet et al. [7] proposed a non-separable spatio-temporal center-surround model as an extension of the DoG. Electrophysiological studies have shown that the center and the surround have different time courses of response. In addition, the temporal delay between the response of the center and surround areas of the cells RF should also be considered. This model was interpreted by Fleet et al. as a precursor to the extraction of velocity specific information [7] .
The inseparability of space and time was highlighted and confirmed while studying the spectrum of the center-surround model. The dynamics of the model are due to the sensitivity changes of the response of the cells and the different phases of the center-surround areas [7] . Similar models have been proposed in order to describe how does the RF of neurons work in areas which come after the retina like the LGN or cortical neurons [10] , [37] , [40] . The common point of all these models is the spatio-temporal inseparability, which confirms its importance.
A non-separable spatio-temporal retinal filtering as part of the visual system coding process has been mathematically introduced in virtual retina [37] . This filter K (x, t), given in (5), is built by the combination of Gaussian spatial filters and Difference of Exponential (DoE) temporal filters, where the center C(x, t) and surround S(x, t) areas are structured according to (6) and (7) respectively:
where w c and w s are constant parameters, G σ c (x) and G σ s (x) are spatial Gaussian filters standing for the center and surround areas respectively, V (t) is a lowpass filter and E τ S (t) is an exponential temporal filter. The temporal filter V (t) is given by (8) and describes the DoE which stands for the spatial Fig. 4 . Propagation of the electrical signal to the receptive field of a bipolar cell according to Fleet et al. [7] .
variation with respect to time. It is modeled with temporal lowpass filters [12] :
where the gamma temporal filter E τ G ,n (t) is defined by:
is an exponential temporal filter, and t * stands for the temporal convolution. The exponential temporal filter is given by (9) for n = 0.
The mathematical model of C(x, t) and S(x, t) is totally linked to the way the retinal cells are connected and propagate the stimuli. To explain the non-separable spatio-temporal retina-inspired filter, we need to focus again on bipolar cells. We have already mentioned how they receive two opposite signals in their RF. In this model the key is the hierarchy of the retinal cells and their connectivity. The temporal behavior of the retina cells is described in Fig. 4 . The horizontal cells are the first ones which receive an average signal by a group of photoreceptors at time t 1 . A smaller group of photoreceptors propagates an excitatory signal to the center of bipolar cells C(x, t) at time t 2 while horizontal cells receive this signal and they communicate and exchange information with adjacent horizontal cells. This process causes a small delay, E τ s (t), until time t 3 when the inhibitory signal S(x, t) is propagated from horizontal cells to bipolar cells.
III. RETINA-INSPIRED FILTERING OF A STILL IMAGE
The goal of this section is to simplify the retinal spatiotemporal filtering (2) , based on the model (5), when it is applied to a still image. We show that the retina-inspired filter could be interpreted as a group of time varying WDoG filters. That means that, at each time, a new and different spatial WDoG filter arises. Consequently, while time increases, the retina-inspired filter is able to extract different kinds of information from its input signal.
A. Equivalence With a Group of Time-Varying WDoG Filters
A still image does not vary in time when it is flashed. This time invariance enables us to simplify the spatio-temporal convolution (2) as established in Proposition 1.
for all x ∈ R 2 and all t ∈ R. Then, the spatio-temporal convolution (2) turns into the spatial convolution:
where φ(x, t) is a spatio-temporal WDoG filter weighted by two temporal filters R c (t) and R s (t):
for all x ∈ R 2 and for all t ∈ R.
Proof: The proof consists in calculating the convolution:
For an integrable function U (t), a short calculation shows that
Then, it is straighforward to derive (10) with φ(x, t) defined in (11) . This proposition is fundamental because it turns spatiotemporal filtering of the still image f (x) with the retinal filter K (x, t) into a simpler spatial convolution with the retina-inspired filter φ(x, t) which is a group of time-varying WDoGs. The temporal functions R c (t) and R s (t) act like weights and modify the WDoG spatial spectrum with respect to time (see Section IV). Since a DoG filter is a 2D spatially symmetric real function, the filter φ(x, t) can be simplified into φ(r, t) where the radius r is the norm of x. Fig. 5 plots the retinal filter φ(r, t) as a function of r = x 2 for two different cases related to the temporal filters R c (t) and R s (t) which are studied in the following subsection. For simplicity, it is assumed that r ∈ R and φ(r, t) is symmetric around r = 0 for all t. The parameters have been tuned according to neuroscientific results [26] which approximate the retinal spectrum and the speed of the retinal processing. Since the retina-inspired filter is a 2D spatially symmetric function, its spectrum is also symmetric. This spectrum, denoted byφ(ω, t), where ω is the spatial angular frequency related to r , is shown in Fig. 5 . 
B. Spatio-Temporal Behavior and Convergence
We are interested in studying the two temporal filters R c (t) and R s (t) which are responsible for the spatio-temporal behavior of the retina-inspired filter. First of all, we calculate their closed-form model in Proposition 2. This proposition is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Assume t ≥ 0, then
where P n (t) is a polynomial function in t of order n and α c and γ c are two reals, and 
where J c (t) is given in (15) and J s (t) is given in (16) . Proof: The proof is based on the fact that R c (t) = J c (t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T and
Lemma 1 is used to deduce (17). The same equalities hold for R s (t).
The temporal weights R c (t) and R s (t) are illustrated in Fig. 6 . The parameters in (a) and (b) have been tuned according to the parameters of Fig. 5 for T = +∞ and T < +∞ respectively. We should note that their shapes are very similar except that the surround temporal filter R s (t) appears with a small delay E τ S (t) with respect to the center one. There is a high impact of the above characteristic on the spatio-temporal evolution of the filter. The delay E τ S (t) is crucially important because for the very first few milliseconds, while R s (t) does not yet exist, the second term of the WDoG is zero. As a result, at the very beginning, the retina-inspired filter is a pure Gaussian with a very low amplitude since it is weighted by R c (t).
Finally, we can note that R c (t) and R s (t) converge to a constant value. Hence, φ(x, t) also converges as t → +∞. This convergence is established in the following proposition.
Proposition 3: The filter φ(x, t) is a continuous and infinitely differential function over R 2 × R such that φ(x, 0) = 0 for all x ∈ R 2 . If T = +∞, then φ(x, t) converges uniformly toward φ(x) where φ(x) is the WDoG filter:
with γ c and γ s defined in (15) - (16) . If T < +∞, the filter vanishes uniformly as t → +∞:
Proof: The uniform convergence (20) results from the definition of φ(x, t) in (11) since G σ c (x) and G σ s (x) are bounded and R c (t) and R s (t) converge uniformly to 0 according to Proposition 2 and Lemma 1. When T = +∞, R c (t) and R s (t) converge, respectively, to γ c and γ s as t → +∞. Hence, φ(x, t) converges uniformly toward φ(x). Figure 5 depicts the two different cases of Proposition 3. A brief discussion about this proposition is that, while time T increases to infinity, the retina-inspired filter turns into a static WDoG. This is totally concurrent with the neuroscientific assumptions about the time limits of the visual system. Neuroscientists have proposed that the objects categorization of a single image which is propagated from the retina to the brain needs approximately 100 ms before the next image is processed [41] . Recent studies prove that a simple comprehension lasts approximately 13 ms [42] . In any case, there exists a time t c when, even if the photoreceptors will continue capturing the same signal, all the necessary information which needs to be processed has already been transmitted to the brain. From a theoretical point of view, the existence of t c is deduced from the uniform convergence established in Proposition 3. In fact, given ε > 0, the time t c = t c (ε) can be defined when the uniform convergence is achieved up to ε.
IV. WEIGHTED DOG ANALYSIS
This section aims to study the WDoG filter, i.e., how to approximate its spatial and frequential responses. Without any loss of generality, a WDoG is defined by:
where a, b > 0 and σ 2 b > σ 2 a . The retina-inspired filter φ(x, t) consists of a group of WDoG with the coefficients
that are time dependent, σ a = σ c and σ b = σ s . Since the WDoG is symmetric, we define the WDoG according to the radial coordinate r = x 2 :
Since ϕ(r ) is symmetric around 0, we assume that r ∈ R (and not only to R + ) to ensure a better legibility of the results and to study more easily the spectrum of the WDoG. According to the couple (a, b) , the WDoG has eigth shapes which are depicted in Fig. 7 . The parameter b = 1 is fixed. According to the value of a ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 2, 4}, the WDoG is either a lowpass filter (cases L1, L2 or L3) or a bandpass filter (case BP) or a mixed lowpass/bandpass filter (case LB). The conventional DoG filter (a = b = 1) is a special case of BP. More generally, when the couple (a, b) is changing, the bandwidth is also changing but the WDoG is always constrained to one of these eight shapes, corresponding to five behaviors. This section studies these behaviors in the space domain and in the frequency domain.
A. WDoG in Space Domain
Let us study the variations of ϕ(r ). The first derivative of the WDoG, which is differentiable for all r ∈ R, is given by:
Let
A short analysis of the roots of ϕ (r ) shows that two cases occur: i) if γ ≥ 1, there is only one root r = 0, ii) if γ < 1, there are three roots r = 0, r 1 > 0 and −r 1 with
As an illustration, case i) corresponds to the first left curve in Fig. 7 and case ii) corresponds to all the other curves. It is then easy to determine the positive intervals and negative intervals of ϕ (r ) and, hence, to determine when ϕ(r ) is increasing or decreasing. 
Proposition 4: If γ ≥ 1, ϕ(r ) is negative for all r ∈ R and its minimum is
The FWHM is not relavant for case L1 (see Fig. 7 ) because the shape of the WDoG is significantly different from a peak. The FWHM is relevant for the other cases when the peak at r = 0 is sufficiently large, i.e., when ϕ(0) > −2ϕ(r 1 ). The exact calculation of FWHM is difficult. Hence, we approximate r C in (28) using the following method which is proposed in [43] . We first calculate the maximum response. Then, we compute a straight line from each maximum response to the first intercept with the r -axis (see Fig. 8 red solid line) . We compute half of this line and we approximate its correspondent value. The resulting FWHM is illustrated in Fig. 8 . A straightforward calculation shows that the first intercept of ϕ(r ) with the r -axis is
where bσ 2 a > aσ 2 b since ϕ(0) > 0. It follows that r C ≈ r 0 2 by using the triangle approximation.
B. WDoG in Frequency Domain
The Fourier transform of the WDoG in (23) iŝ
and ω ∈ R denotes the spatial angular frequency associated to r . The WDoG bandwidth B = B(a, b) refers to the frequency range in which the spectrumφ(ω) is above a threshold value. The threshold value is defined relative to the maximum value and the points where the spectrum is half its maximum value, i.e., we need to find all the solutionsω of
For each case identified in Fig. 7 , the derivation of a closed form expression of the bandwidth is very tricky. Hence, we propose some simple approximations. For cases L1, LB, BP, each part of the bandwidth is approximated by a triangle. A triangle is formed by taking the zero position, the maximum position and double the turning point as already illustrated in Fig. 8 . For cases L2 and L3, a better approximation is obtained by considering that the WDoG is almost equivalent to a Gaussian function. Let us determine the zero and the maximum positions of the WDoG. The solutions ofφ(ω) = 0 are the two opposite roots ω 0 and −ω 0 with
when b > a. Otherwise, when b ≤ a, the WDoG is always positive with the single root ω = 0 in the special case a = b.
Since the WDoG is differentiable, the extrema are the solutions ofφ (ω) = 0 whereφ (ω) is the first derivative ofφ(ω). A short calculation shows that
A first extrema is ω = 0. The other extrema are the solutions of
If (a, b) ≤ 1, there is no other extrema. Otherwise, there are two opposite extrema ω 1 > 0 and −ω 1 where
From (34), it is clear thatφ (ω) > 0 for 0 < ω < ω 1 andφ (ω) > 0 for ω 1 < ω. Since lim ω→±∞φ (ω) = 0, the frequency ω 1 , if it exists, is a global maximum. We can also show that −ω 1 is a global maximum. We obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 5: If (a, b) > 1, then the maximum is given by
with ω 1 given in (35) .
Proof: If (a, b) ≤ 1, there is only one extrema ω = 0. Sinceφ (ω) has the sign of −ω,φ is increasing when ω < 0 and decreasing when ω > 0. Hence, 0 is a positive global maximum. If (a, b) > 1, it has been already shown that the maximum are located at ω 1 and −ω 1 .
The maximum value in (36) is obtained by inserting ω 1 , given in (35) , in (30) .
According to the couple (a, b), the WDoG has three possible behaviors: lowpass, bandpass or lowpass/bandpass. Hence, the total bandwidth B = B(a, b), including negative and positive frequencies, can have one of the three following forms:
• Lowpass: 
Proof: The behavior of the filter depends on the maximum valuesφ 0 orφ 1 , the maximum position and the zero position. In case of L1, LB and BP, each part of the bandwidth is approximated by a triangle. A short calculation gives the bounds of the triangle. In case of L2, we use two Gaussians to approximate the central part of the spectrum. The bandwidth of a Gaussian function with zero mean and standard deviation σ is given by
In case of L3, we use a single Gaussian approximation.
The retina-inspired filter is filtering the input image f (x) by using a WDoG varying in time. By controling the trajectory (a(t), b(t)), this filter is able to explore the frequency spectrum of the input image.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section aims to compute the retina-inspired decomposition tuned with respect to bio-plausible parameters given in [12] and described in Fig. 5 . One could adjust these parameters and achieve non bio-plausible WDoG filters which are maybe more adaptable for different research topics. The tuning of these parameters is out of the scope of this work but we are going to test some non bio-plausible parameters and discuss the results. In addition, one could notice according to Fig. 6 that the case T < +∞ is separated into three regions corresponding to t ∈ [0, T ], t ∈ (T, 2T ] and t > 2T . Concerning the first region, the shape of the retina-inspired filter is the same for T = +∞ and T < +∞ as established in (12) and (13) . The second region has a similar shape than the first region except that the shape is reversed. The third region is very smooth with small amplitude because of the convergence toward zero. As a result, we concentrate the analysis on the first region which is identical for both cases T = +∞ and T < +∞.
We are able now to compute the bandwidth B = B(a, b) of the filter as a function of time using Proposition 6 which is illustrated in Fig. 9 (a) . The approximation consists of 3 different cases which appear progressively in time: for 1 ≤ t ≤ 5 ms the bandwidth is approximated according to L3, for 5 < t ≤ 23 ms it follows L2 and, finally, for t > 23 ms, it belongs to BP. The exact bandwidth is computed by solving the equation (32) using the Matlab T M fsolve function and it is depicted in Fig. 9 (b) . Concerning the exact solution one should notice that the bandwidth evolves in time in a very similar way depicted that the filter behaves as a lowpass for 1 ≤ t ≤ 23 ms while it becomes bandpass for t > 23 ms. Comparing these two plots, we confirm that the accuracy of Proposition 6 is not very sharp because of the triangle approximation. This approximation of the DoG filter has already been used in previous works getting similar accuracy results [43] . It is also important to mention that the approximation is not continuous but it has been proposed for each case separately. This is the reason why some discontinuities appear. The second row of Fig. 9 comes to remind the reader that if we choose different sets of parameters, not only the behavior of the filter but also the evolution of the bandwidth with respect to time will change. Figure 10 represents the filtering results while the retinainspired filter is applied to an image for bio-plausible parameters w c = w s = 1. The images belong to the EPFL database [44] . The size of the images is n = 512 × 512 pixels. We have decided to illustrate only 5 out of 150 decomposition layers for each experiment. The bandwidth of this retina-inspired filter evolves in time as shown in Fig. 9 (b) . In Fig. 11 , we test different parameters for the constant weights w c and w s . The first column of Fig. 11 corresponds to the bioplausible parameters where w c = w s = 1. The middle and the left columns correspond to non bio-plausible parameters but very close to the ones of the left column. It is interesting that while w c decreases there is a stronger categorization of the L2, L3, LB and BP cases. This image belongs to the USC-SIPI database [45] .
The interpretation of the above results is in function of time which is responsible for the different decomposition layers. It is remarkable that in the beginning, the retinainspired filter smooths the image emphasizing to the low frequency components. However, while time increases, low and high frequency components appear in the filtering results emphasizing the contours of the image which is according to [11] . Another important remark is related to the scale of the top pictures which correspond to the first decomposition layer. Apparently, this layer seems to be identical to the original. However, its scale is very low (i.e. < 10 −12 ) which means that in the presence of noise or after quantization all this information will be completely lost. On the other hand, according to Fig. 9 (a) , the first decomposition layer is not the only one which consists of low frequencies. For some time (1 ≤ t ≤ 23 ms) the WDoG enables the transmission of low frequencies before it turns into a bandpass filter.
VI. APPLICATIONS
The DoG filter, which approximates the spatial CenterSurround (CS) structure of the OPL cells, is very well-known in image processing. An extended version of this filter, namely the eXtended DoG (XDoG), has been used as edge detector providing interesting results for stylization purposes comparing to other image processing techniques [14] . In addition, it has been also used in compression algorithms within the general framework of building a codec which mimics the HVS. In this section, we show that while the retina-inspired filter evolves in time, it can be compared to several edge detection techniques. Moreover, we refresh the reader's memory of DoG pyramids in image processing. Last but not least, we present previous attempts of using DoG filters in compression systems and how these attempts are advanced by the use of our novel WDoG. Fig. 10 . Decomposition of different kinds of images using the retina-inspired non-separable spatio-temporal filter for a bio-plausible set of parameters w c = w s = 1. For these experiments we used the EPFL database [44] .
A. Edge Detector
The conventional DoG filter has shown to provide pleasant edge detection results without any post-processing contrary to the conventional methods. In [14] , the authors propose the XDoG filter as a combination of a WDoG with a thresholding function which increases the sensitivity to contours: where u stands for the intensity of the input coefficient, θ is a threshold and λ is a scale factor. Obviously, if we apply the above thresholding function to the retina-inspired decomposition layers, the WDoG will be a general case of XDoG. Figure 12 shows that, while the thresholded WDoG evolves in time, it approximates the performance of famous edge detection algorithms. It is also remarkable that the line drawing is more distinct and clear in the WDoG results. We provide these results using only bio-inspired parameters which can be differently tuned according to the needs of the target application.
Edge detection is necessary for feature description which is usually based on high-contrast regions in an image. Thus, we envision that WDoG could be useful if it was adopted in SIFT [18] or SURF [46] algorithms. Deep Neural Networks (DNN) could also benefit from our retina-inspired filter. Recent works have shown that DNN are relevant for detecting saliency contours and regions [47] [48] [49] [50] . But, a major drawback of current DNN is the need of a large number of training samples. Fortunately, the work [51] has shown that the filters learned by a DNN can be efficiently replaced with some parametric filters based on the wavelet theory. Following this idea, our filter might be used in the very first layers of a DNN, i.e., in the layers generally dedicated to edge detection, in order to reduce the number of parameters of the DNN.
B. WDoG vs State-of-the-Art Filters
This section is dedicated to the comparison of the WDoG filter bank with the Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau (CDF) 9/7 wavelet and the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) which are currently used for lossy compression in JPEG 2000 and JPEG standards, respectively. We have proven in [28] that the retina-inspired filter is a frame. As a result, based on the frame theory [52] , we are able to generate the dual frame and perfectly reconstruct the input signal. We are aware that our retina-inspired filter is an overcomplete transform. Consequently, it seems inefficient to be used in image compression algorithms because of its high temporal redundancy. However, the visual system is capable of eliminating this redundancy later on resulting in a very sparse and compact code. The perspective of this work is to use the WDoG filter in a neuro-inspired coding architecture which will mimic every processing steps of the HVS, including not only the spatiotemporal transformation but also the generation of the spikebased code.
As a consequence, the objective of this section is to apply a thresholding function to WDoG, CDF 9/7 and DCT and to discard an amount of coefficients with a threshold θ : Fig. 13 illustrates some reconstruction results when (38) is applied to the retina-inspired filter coefficients, CDF 9/7 and DCT decomposition coefficients. We have assessed the quality of the reconstruction using the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) metric:
where b is the number of bpp (bits per pixel), n is the number of pixels of the input image f ,f is the reconstructed image and f 2 is the Euclidean norm of f . Figure 14 shows the evolution of PSNR for many different percentages. The quality of the reconstruction increases while the threshold decreases and, by extension, the number of non-zero coefficients increases.
C. Discussion on DoG Pyramid
Burt and Adelson [21] first proposed the Gaussian pyramid for the analysis/synthesis of an image. The concept of pyramid is well known in the image processing community as a multiresolution technique [22] . The Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids have been widely used in image processing. As discussed hereafter, there have been several attempts to adopt DoG pyramids as bio-inspired filter banks in compression algorithms. This section is a brief overview of the most important bio-inspired DoG pyramids which could be considered as the precedents of the retina-inspired filter. The generation of a pyramid which is based on the WDoG filter could be a very reliable approximation because it has been derived from neuromathematical models.
1) Spatial DoG Pyramid:
In the early '90s, Thorpe proposed a pyramid of DoGs as an OPL approximation [53] , [54] . This filter bank was proposed, within the framework of the Rank Order Coder (ROC), as a multiresolution spatial transform. However, Section II has shown that the spatial approximation of the dynamic retina filter is rough. In addition, the spatial DoG pyramid is not invertible which is necessary in compression.
2) Invertible Spatial DoG Pyramid: Thorpe's filter was improved with a rectification function achieving a perfect reconstruction [26] , [55] . This rectification function was necessary to obtain a Laplacian-like multiscale and invertible filter bank.
3) Invertible Spatio-Temporal DoG Pyramid: Another filter was proposed as a separable spatio-temporal DoG pyramid by combining Marr's and Thorpe's models. This filter approximates the CS structure of the RF by the invertible spatial DoG pyramid and the dynamic processing of the OPL layer by a time-delay between the transmissions of each level of the pyramid [26] , [27] . This filter has been proven to be invertible.
4) Invertible Spatio-Temporal WDoG Pyramid:
The extension of the invertible spatio-temporal DoG pyramid could be a pyramid based on the retina-inspired filter. Each level of this pyramid would be associated to a given WDoG. The accuracy and reliability of such a pyramid with respect to space and time will be high because the WDoG has been built according to neuromathematical models while remaining invertible [28] .
The design of this pyramid is clearly out of the scope of this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced a non-separable spatio-temporal retina-inspired filter based on a realistic model of the OPL. This filter is a groundbreaking analysis of neuroscience for image processing. It has been established that this filter is a group of time-varying WDoGs when it is applied to a still image flashed for a given time. Hence, it enables the extraction of different kinds of data while time increases. As underlined in the introduction, the retina-inspired filter is a great improvement of other bio-inspired filters which are simpler and not much as accurate neuroscientific approximation of the retina. Hence, this is certainly of a great interest for the image processing field.
There are numerous applications for our retinal-inspired filter, including edge detection and image compression. We show that well-known methods like Sober, Canny, LoG, XDoG are comparable to the filtered images provided by our retina-inspired filter as a function of time. We also compare the retina-inspired filter to the CDF 9/7 wavelets and DCT transform which are currently used in JPEG 2000 and JPEG standards, respectively. Last but not least, we discuss the relevance of our filter to design a new kind of multi-scale pyramid representation like the famous Laplacian pyramid.
APPENDIX
This appendix proves Lemma 1. It is shown that both J c (t) and J s (t) can be defined in a closed form as polynomial functions which are attenuated by exponential ones. These functions will be essential to calculate R c (t) and R s (t). The calculation of J c (t) and J s (t) are based on the following lemma whose proof is straightforward.
Lemma 2: Let ω a real value, t ≥ 0 and n a positive integer. Using an integration by parts, we obtain the following equality: t 0 u n exp (−ωu) du = P n (t) exp (−ωt) + c, where
with the variables 
